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 6 Hello, i got a weird issue since i updated my system to Windows 10. When i start the game I get the error "the game crashed, and returned the error code 1506. please try to exit the game". This only happens with my tf2 exe. I tried to get a new tf2.exe from a friend but i still get the same error. I downloaded the game the same way i always do, and downloaded the Steam Client as well. I already
removed all the files and redownloaded it again but it doesnt change anything Please help me, i`m getting really frustrated with this I have an ATI Radeon HD 6950 (2GB) with the latest drivers installed. Hi matt, can you give us a little bit more info about what you installed? Did you install the Windows 10 Insider's? I installed the Windows 10 Insider's two days ago and i don't think that's the cause

since i tried to get a new tf2.exe with no luck. As you can see i have Nvidia. I'm using this GPU since i had a HD6750 back then and still have the old Windows 7. What's the exact model and version of your GPU? Did you try the version on the official steam website? I just checked your profile on Steam and it says that you are using the latest available version. Did you install the Windows 10 Insider's
or the Windows 10 Preview build? If you used the latest available version of steam I can imagine that you can't downgrade Steam. If that's the case please delete your old Steam folder and reinstall it. What's the output of the glxinfo command? Do you have a xorg.conf? Please post the output of the glxinfo command and your glxinfo.txt file. Please also post a copy of your Steam Library folder. did

you try to run tf2.exe directly? Try to run the following command and paste the output: c:\tf2>tf2 I know it's an old thread but hopefully someone will have an idea on how to fix this. **i was getting an error everytime i opened it in windows explorer, so i did chkdsk /r in cmd prompt but it didnt fix it. it did however, report this: 0x00000244 did you run 82157476af
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